Open Scholarly Communities on the Web: Legal, Economic and Social Framework

Monday 21st April 2008

9.15am: Coffee

9.30-10.00am: Paolo D'Iorio (CNRS-ITEM, Paris), How to build a Scholarly Community on the Web

Legal framework

10.00-10.40am: Maria Chiara Pievatolo (University of Pisa), Copyright in Europe. History and perspectives
10.40-11.20am: Thomas Margoni (University of Trento), How to access primary sources in Europe. The legal framework

11.20-11.40: Coffee break

Economic framework

11.40am-12.20pm: Annaïg Mahé (URFIST, Paris), The market for SSH Journals in Europe
12.20-1.00pm: Jennie Grimshaw (British Library), Negotiating spaghetti junction: legal constraints on archiving government e-documents in the UK
1.00-3.00pm: Lunch
3.00-3.40pm: Christine Madsen (OII, Oxford), The significance of “marketing” digital collections: the case of Harvard
3.40-4.20pm: Yann Moulier Boutang (Professeur de sciences Economiques - Université de Technologie de Compiègne, Directeur adjoint de Laboratoire de l'Unité de Recherche EA 22 23), Economic model(s) of Scholarly Communities: Open Source or Creative commons?

Social framework

4.20-4.40pm: Coffee break
4.40 -5.20pm: Francesca Di Donato (University of Pisa), The evaluation of science. From peer review to open peer review
5.20-6.00pm: Eric Meyer and Ralph Schroeder (OII, Oxford), Open Access and Online Visibility in the Age of e-Research

Tuesday 22nd April 2008

9.15am: Coffee

9.30-1.00pm: Round table: Future actions of COST A32 Working Group 3: Legal, Economic and Social Framework

With the support of the Oxford Internet Institute and COST Action A32

Conveners: Francesca Di Donato & Paolo D'Iorio
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